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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Deep learning models have been at the forefront of facial recognition
because they deliver improved classification accuracy over traditional ones.
Regardless, deep learning models require an extensive dataset for training.
To significantly cut down on its training time and dataset volume, pretrained models, have been used although, they are still required to undergo
the usual training process for custom facial recognition tasks. This research
focuses on an improved facial recognition system that lacks the training and
retraining requirements. The system uses an existing deep learning feature
extraction model. First, a user stands before a camera-enabled system. After
that, the user supplies a unique identification number to fetch a
corresponding face image from the database. This process generates two
face feature vectors. One from the camera and that retrieved from the
database. The cosine distance function determines the similarity value of
these vectors. When the cosine distance value falls below a set threshold, the
face is recognized and access granted. If the cosine distance of the two
vectors gives a value above this threshold, access is denied. The proposed
model performs satisfactorily on publicly available datasets.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Facial recognition systems have been beneficial in resolving a host of problems such as identity
verification [1], [2], facial expression identification [3], facial emotions classification [4], crime resolution [5],
vehicle security [6], [7] and host of others. The rate of kidnappings in Nigerian schools has increased owing
to a lack of security frameworks. Visitors can gain access without proper checks. Insecurity in schools could
have devastating effects on the girl child education [8], [9] and could impact their academic performances [10].
According to a source in [11], about 13.5 million children are out of school owing to insecurity. Facial
recognition systems could help mitigate this challenge.
One of such is the local binary pattern (LBP) [12], [13]. The LBP uses the binary representation to
represent the texture properties of face images. An image is sub-divided into cells (say 20 by 20 pixels) then
each pixel's neighboring properties are examined. A comparison between each pixel r in a considered cell and
its eight surrounding pixels is carried out. Where r intensity value is greater than a surrounding pixel v, v then
holds a binary value zero otherwise, v holds value one. The binary values of the 8-pixel neighbors of r are
collected and transformed into a sequence of numbers. The number combinations from individual cells over the
entire image are projected into a histogram of features. Also, a transformation is carried out on the face to be
recognized (g) into a histogram of features. A comparison is made between the feature histogram of the training
dataset and that of g. The Euclidean distances of g to various histograms of the training dataset are juxtaposed.
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The smallest Euclidean distance to g is considered the recognized face [12]. The principal component analysis
(PCA) [14], [15] is another facial recognition model and works by maximizing the variance amongst classes of
data. PCA extracts unique features from a collection of images and projects them onto a given face space. For
frontal face recognition, the PCA has the advantage of its rapid computation [14]. The fishers linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) [16], [17] is another model that shares a similar prospect with the PCA for facial
recognition. It maximizes the distances amongst data clusters while ensuring that each group is tightly packed.
Recently, the availability of cheap yet powerful computing capability has made deep learning
models attractive for solving facial recognition problems. In addition, its accuracy level significantly
outperforms the models previously discussed. However, they have similar characteristics- they both undergo
training. More importantly, the convolution neural network (CNN) [18], [19] needs more training datasets for
its model to perform optimally [20]. Its heavy reliance on lots of training images has also been solved partly
by image augmentation with the aim of improved performance [21]. This development could be perceived as
a downside although, pre-trained models mitigate the reliance on large training datasets. For example, in [22],
the pre-trained model is used with a face classification layer. This approach provides the possibility of using
only a few training images in a deployed environment. In a scenario where the faces to be recognized are
known in advance, this approach would work well. However, in an environment that attracts all kinds of new
faces that need to be granted access into a facility, this approach in [22] may not be appropriate. The reason is
that the model has to undergo a retraining process on new faces. This development makes its deployment
impractical in real-life scenarios such as school environments where visitors require screening in real-time to
gain access to school facilities.
2.

THE PROPOSED METHOD
To mitigate this challenge of training and retraining facial recognition systems, we propose a model
anchored on a CNN architecture seen in [23]. This architecture is trained on 2.6 million face images. One
advantage of this architecture is that it can be adapted to generate feature vectors of faces at its output layer
when a face image is passed into its input layer. The proposed workflow has three stages. The first is the
facial registration stage. Here, only a single photo of a student or a visitor is captured and stored with a
student or visitor's identity number in a central database. Secondly, in the recognition stage, the human before
the camera supplies the identification number. This identification number serves to retrieve a matched face
stored in the database. Thirdly, a feature vector I is generated from the faces retrieved via the database. In
addition, another feature vector named K is generated from the photo captured via the access control camera.
A comparison is made between these feature vectors using a cosine similarity measure [24]. A threshold
value of 0.4 classifies the input photo provided by the camera. At a distance, not more than 0.4, the model
returns ‘the face presented is recognized’. In addition, if the model returns a value of more than 0.4, an output
'the face presented is not recognized' is generated. Figure 1 exemplifies the registration process.

Figure 1. Face capturing phase
Figure 2 details the facial recognition use case. This process requires that the user enters an
identification number into the system. After that, the identification serves to retrieve a matched face in the
database. The feature vector of the face retrieved is then compared with that fetched from the camera. If there
is a match, the system grants access if otherwise, access is allowed. This process is fast and practical as it
requires no training and a retraining process. Algorithm 1 also shows the inner workings of the proffered
model.
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Figure 3 provides further insight into various components of the proffered algorithm. The system
functionalities are in two parts-they are the front end and the backend. The front end has two units- they are
the admin unit and the user unit. The admin unit enables students/visitors registration while the user unit
facilitates the authentication process. The backend saves user data and also converts faces into feature
vectors. The cosine distance function then compares these vectors for a match.

Figure 2. Facial recognition phase
Algorithm 1. A fast facial recognition access control system for schools
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Inputs: F, it represents the presented face before a camera
Outputs: O represents system output ‘face recognized’ or ‘face not recognized’
Precondition: A replica of Face F must be registered in the database with
identification number N
Begin:
Initialize
Retrieve face from the camera and assign to F.
Convert F into a single feature vector I
The user also enters the identification number and assigned to N
Retrieve face V using N from the database.
Convert V into a single feature vector K
G = cosine_distance (I,K)
If G >0.4
O = “face not recognized”
Else
O = ‘face recognized’
return 𝑶

an

Figure 3. The architecture of the proposed algorithm
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3.

RESEARCH METHOD
The proposed model is tested on two publicly available frontal face datasets using an i7 laptop
processor with 16GB of random access memory (RAM). Two publicly available datasets (Face95 and
face96) [25], provided by the University of Essex are used for the evaluation phase. Face95 has 72 unique
faces (72 persons), and each face has 20 frontal images. There Face95 has a total of 1,440 faces. Of these
images, only 72 images were held back (one picture per person) as images stored in the database. For face96
dataset, it has 151 unique faces (151 persons). Each unique face has 20 samples. Therefore, Face96 has a
total of 3020 faces. Of these images, only 151 images were uploaded into the database. The accuracy metric
in 1 evaluates the proposed model.
A (%) =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑜.𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠

(1)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑙𝑎 𝑛𝑜.𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑑

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tables 1 and 2 show the performances of the proposed model. We observed that it performed better
than all considered models. Although it only had a reference image per person in terms of face feature vector
comparison, it performed better than others. This performance is expected since the development of the
offered model sits on a robust feature extraction model. Other models are sensitive to noise, for example,
PCA and LDA. The local binary pattern (LBP) has less light sensitivity, consequently performs better.
To further demonstrate the robustness of the proposed architecture, we compare a picture taken in
2017 (as the database face) with that extracted from the webcam in 2021. Figure 4 depicts the photo taken in
2017 used as the reference image stored in the database by the administrator, and an identification number of
011075 is attached to it. This number could also serve as a student's matriculation number. This process is a
one-time registration process. The next is the recognition stage seen in Figure 5, where the student would
enter the matriculation number. After that, the face feature vector, extracted from the camera as shown in
Figure 6, is compared to that stored in the database, using a cosine function. Finally, if the cosine distance
function gives a value less than 0.4 as shown in Figure 7, the face is indeed recognized. This development
also shows that an old picture of a student stored in the first year in school can be relevant in granting access
for several years. In addition, it shows that distinct facial features do not fade over time. The facial
recognition phase lasts for only five seconds. Figure 8 shows what might happen if another person's
identification is entered as seen in Figure 9. The system will deny access as a cosine distance returns a value
more than 0.4.
Table 1. Models’ performance on face95
Model
PCA
LDA
LBP
Proposed

A (%)
80.3
92.7
89.8
99.7

Table 2. Models’ performances on face96
Model
PCA
LDA
LBP
Proposed

A (%)
62.1
77.5
82
98.6

Figure 4. Reference image stored in the database by the administrator (taken in 2017). An identity number of
011075 is attached to this image

Figure 5. The user enters the identification number in the system
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 25, No. 2, February 2022: 989-994
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Figure 6. Image captured by the system via the webcam

Figure 7. The cosine distance function compares feature vectors and returns a value of 0.3168. This value is
less than the set threshold value of 0.4

Figure 8. The cosine distance function compares feature vectors and returns a value of 0.6986. This is more
than the set threshold value of 0.4

Figure 9. The user enters a wrong identity number of 011076

5.

CONCLUSION
Facial recognition systems are crucial for identification purposes and can play a critical role in
granting access to facilities, especially in schools. Existing models such as deep learning often require
training and retraining. This approach may work in environments where the faces to be recognized are known
in advance. Where faces to be recognized are not known in advance, the proposed model can be relevant,
especially in schools. The model leverages identities assigned to persons for the retrieval of stored faces. This
development makes it possible to compare the feature vector of the retrieved face to that extracted from the
webcam or camera. The proffered solution is tested on two face datasets with promising results. We hope that
it will be installed for widespread use in Nigeria and beyond. However, financing is still a big challenge as
the initial set-up costs of the components could be high.
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